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WASHINGTON: President Emmanuel Macron was
greeted by President Joe Biden and a military guard of
honor at the White House on Thursday for a state visit
that the French leader has seized as an opportunity to
air deep grievances over US-EU trade. The red carpet
and a row of flag-bearing sailors, airmen, soldiers and
marines emphasized the effort made by the administra-
tion to welcome Macron in the first formal state visit of
Biden’s presidency.

After an initial ceremony, the two presidents were to
meet in the Oval Office for discussions on the Western
alliance confronting Russia over Ukraine, handling the
rise of China and the contentious trade question. Biden
and Macron were then to give a joint press conference
before winding up the day with a lavish dinner featuring
French favorites of wine and cheese-but in both cases
American-made.  Macron repeated his frustration with
US subsidies, saying they were hurting European com-
panies by providing an unfair advantage to their
American competitors. International trade has bubbled
into a point of contention this week as Macron
becomes the first foreign leader hosted by President
Joe Biden during an official state visit, injecting fresh
tension in the meeting between two long-standing allies.

Those frustrations emerged into the open
Wednesday on Capitol Hill when Macron told lawmak-
ers and business leaders that the US industrial subsidies
that are part of Biden’s huge green energy initiatives are
“super aggressive” towards European business.

He repeated the warning Thursday in an interview on
ABC’s “Good Morning America” broadcast, saying that
while Washington and Paris were “working closely
together” on geopolitics and opposing Russia in its

invasion of Ukraine, trade tensions remained.
The CHIPS Act and the Inflation Reduction Act, two

massive US laws designed to boost US competitiveness
and innovation, “are both very good for the US econo-
my,” Macron acknowledged. “But as they were not fully
coordinated with the European economies, they create
just the absence of a level playing field,” the French
leader said. With gas and energy prices “skyrocketing in
Europe” since February due to Russia’s invasion,
Macron said it was vital that western nations coordinate
more closely on economic and trade issues.

Macron has made clear in unusually blunt language
that he is not just in Washington for the niceties. On his
first day of the visit Wednesday, when he toured NASA
headquarters, Arlington National Cemetery and met US
lawmakers, the French leader surprised his hosts with a
bitter attack on Biden’s signature policy to boost the US
green economy, saying it would “kill” European jobs. On
Thursday, right before arriving at the White House, he
repeated his criticism in an ABC television interview
where he said Biden’s policy would remove “a level
playing field.”

Aside from the trade dispute fireworks, most of the
visit revolves around kindling the long, if often slightly
prickly US-French diplomatic friendship. On
Wednesday evening, Macron and his wife Brigitte
joined Biden and First Lady Jill Biden at an upscale
Washington Italian restaurant.

China high on agenda 
Trade tensions, however, are only part of the uncom-

fortable flip side to the red carpet occasion. Another
gripe in Europe is the high cost of US liquid natural gas

exports-which have surged to help compensate for
canceled Russian deliveries. There is also divergence on
how to deal with the rise of superpower China. The
question-with Washington pursuing a more hawkish
tone and EU powers trying to find a middle ground-is
unlikely to see much progress.

“Europe has since 2018 its own, unique strategy for
relations with China,” tweeted French embassy

spokesman Pascal Confavreux in Washington. White
House National Security Council spokesman John
Kirby said China will be “very high on the agenda” this
week but stressed that both countries share a broad
approach. “We believe that not only France, but every
other member of the G7 — frankly, our NATO allies
too-see the threats and challenges posed by China in
the same way.” —AFP

WASHINGTON: US President Joe Biden and First Lady Jill Biden welcome French President Emmanuel
Macron and his wife Brigitte Macron to the White House in Washington, DC, on December 1, 2022. —AFP
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US trade subsidies create unlevel playing field with Europe: Macron

Fed: US economic 
activity slows 
amid uncertainty
WASHINGTON: US economic activity eased in
recent weeks, while uncertainty and “increased pes-
simism” clouded the country’s outlook amid high
prices and rising interest rates, a report published
by the Federal Reserve said Wednesday. The Fed’s
latest “beige book” survey of economic conditions
comes as the US central bank pushes on with its all-
out effort to cool surging inflation, although Fed
chief Jerome Powell also signaled Wednesday that it
was likely time to slow aggressive rate hikes soon.

“Economic activity was about flat or up slightly”
since the last report in mid-October, said the latest
release. While five of the Fed’s 12 districts reported
small gains in activity, the rest “experienced either
no change or slight-to-modest declines,” added the
report, which surveys firms and other contacts.

“Interest rates and inflation continued to weigh
on activity, and many contacts expressed greater
uncertainty or increased pessimism concerning the
outlook,” the report said.

Consumer spending was mixed but eked out
slight gains, with inflation nudging some buyers
towards lower-priced goods, while tourism saw
some improvement as well. Higher interest rates
took a toll on home sales, which fell “steeply” in
some districts. In the labor market, demand weak-
ened overall according to the report, which noted
there were “scattered layoffs” in the technology,
finance and real estate sectors. At an event in
Washington on Wednesday, Powell said “the time

for moderating the pace of rate increases may come
as soon as the December meeting” of Fed policy-
makers. Markets welcomed the news with US
stocks rallying, but Powell also stressed that the Fed
would “stay the course until the job is done,” given
that history cautions strongly against loosening pol-
icy prematurely. 

“The time for moderating the pace of rate
increases may come as soon as the December
meeting” of Fed policymakers, Powell said in a
speech at the Brookings Institution think tank.

He added that the full effects of the bank’s moves
are yet to be felt, but also warned that its policy will
likely have to remain tight “for some time” to restore
price stability. Monetary policy affects the economy
and inflation with “uncertain lags,” he said. “Thus, it
makes sense to moderate the pace of our rate
increases as we approach the level of restraint that
will be sufficient to bring inflation down,” he added.
He however stressed that the Fed would “stay the

course until the job is done,” noting that history cau-
tions strongly against loosening policy prematurely.

Soft landing ‘plausible’ 
In separate remarks on Wednesday, Fed

Governor Lisa Cook said “it would be prudent to
move in smaller steps” going forward as well, as the
Fed tries to bring inflation back to its longer-term
target of two percent. “Given the tightening already
in the pipeline, I am mindful that monetary policy
works with long lags,” she added.

Following Powell’s remarks, US stocks rallied,
with the tech-rich Nasdaq Composite Index surging
more than three percent. The central bank has
raised the benchmark lending rate by 0.75 percent-
age points four consecutive times in recent months,
out of six rate hikes this year in an aggressive effort
to rein in prices. The latest increase in November
took the benchmark lending rate to 3.75-4.0 per-
cent, the highest since January 2008. —AFP

WASHINGTON: Chair of the US Federal Reserve Jerome Powell speaks at the Brookings Institution, November
30, 2022 in Washington, DC. Powell discussed the economic outlook, inflation and the labor market. —AFP

Sri Lanka ends 
resort blackouts 
to woo tourists
COLOMBO: Sri Lanka said Thursday it was reor-
ganizing its blackout-prone electricity grid to guaran-
tee power to tourist resorts, in an effort to lure back
foreign travelers after a bruising economic crisis.

Months of food, petrol and pharmaceutical
shortages brought widespread misery to the island
nation this year, along with power cuts that reached
13 hours a day at their worst. The unprecedented
financial shock sparked months of angry protests,
culminating in July when a crowd stormed the com-
pound of then-president Gotabaya Rajapaksa and
forced him to flee the country.

But the crisis has since eased and the govern-
ment that took charge after his departure is eager
to jumpstart the tourism industry, a crucial source
of revenue. “We will have a good winter season,”
tourism minister Harin Fernando told reporters in
Colombo. “The situation has improved and it is safe
for holiday-makers.”

The energy ministry announced that designated
tourist areas would be exempt from national black-
outs still in force for 2.5 hours each night. Those
areas include Sri Lanka’s lush southern coastal
beaches and the hill region around Ella, home to
nature reserves famed for their elephant herds.

Sri Lanka has been unable to meet its energy
demand after struggling to pay for imported fuel for
power plants. But the ministry said recent rains had
filled dam reservoirs for hydroelectricity and eased
pressure on the grid.

Sri Lanka’s worst economic crisis since inde-
pendence from Britain in 1948 began when the
country ran out of foreign exchange to pay for vital
imports. The COVID pandemic dealt a hammer
blow to tourism and foreign remittances from Sri
Lankans working abroad, both crucial sources of
income. Rajapaksa’s government was also blamed
for worsening the crisis through excessive spending

and mismanagement.
Sri Lanka defaulted on its $46 billion foreign debt

in April. His successor has hiked taxes and tried to
bring prices under control, with inflation easing to 61
percent in November from an eye-watering 69.8
percent peak two months earlier. Sri Lanka is now in
talks with international creditors to restructure its
borrowings and secure an International Monetary
Fund bailout. The tourism industry has bounced
back strongly despite the downturn and political
unrest. Nearly 570,000 foreign travelers visited Sri
Lanka in the first 10 months of the year, up from
200,000 the year before. — AFP

Swiss freeze nearly
$8bn in Russian assets
GENEVA: Switzerland said Thursday that it has
to date frozen a total of 7.5 billion Swiss francs
($7.9 billion) in Russian assets, in connection with
the sanctions imposed over Moscow’s war in
Ukraine. The amount, which has been fluctuating
for months, is nearly one billion francs more than
the figure provided by the State Secretariat for
Economic Affairs (SECO) in July.

Switzerland, a favored destination for wealthy
Russians and their assets, has also seen 15
Russian properties seized, it said. Erwin
Bollinger, in charge of bilateral economic rela-
tions at SECO, stressed to reporters that the
amount frozen at any given time does not neces-
sarily “reflect the efficacy of the sanctions.” That
is because Swiss authorities seeking to imple-
ment the string of sanctions on Russia some-
times freeze assets as a precautionary measure,
which may be released again once clarifications
have been completed.

Traditionally-neutral Switzerland decided four
days after Russia invaded Ukraine on February
24 to align itself with the neighboring European
Union’s sanctions against Moscow, obliging
banks to pass on information on clients or firms
targeted. As with their EU counterparts, Swiss
banks are banned from accepting deposits from
Russian nationals or people or entities based in
Russia of more than 100,000 francs, and have
been ordered to declare all existing deposits
over that amount. —AFP

MIRISSA, Sri Lanka: In this file photo, tourists walk along a beach in Mirissa. Sri Lanka said on December 1 it
was reorganizing its blackout-prone electricity grid to guarantee power to tourist resorts, in an effort to lure
back foreign travelers after a bruising economic crisis. —AFP

Unemployment 
drops to record 
low in eurozone 
FRANKFURT: Unemployment in the eurozone has
dropped to a record low, at 6.5 percent in October, the
EU’s Eurostat statistics office said Thursday. The read-
ing-the lowest since Eurostat started compiling jobless
figures in April 1998 — was an indicator that the
economies of the 19 EU nations using the euro had
bounced back after the COVID pandemic.

The seasonally adjusted unemployment rate was
markedly less than the 7.3 percent recorded a year ago.
Eurostat estimated that, for the entire 27-nation
European Union, 12.95 million adults were unemployed
in October-or 6.0 percent of the active population-
with 10.87 million of them in the eurozone. While all
OECD economies, with the exception of former EU
member Britain, have recovered to their pre-pandemic
size, global headwinds are stalling the recovery. 

The eurozone is likely to tip towards recession with-
in weeks, according to the European Commission.
Inflation is running hot, despite falling back in the latest
reading on Wednesday, at 10 percent-above the
European Central Bank’s two-percent target-largely
because of high energy prices spurred by the fallout of
Russia’s war in Ukraine. Business activity has been
declining for five straight months, according to a PMI
survey published by S&P Global, although the rate of
decline slowed in November. —AFP


